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Self-acceptance. A strong, beautiful truth. The product of pure self-love. The creator of peace
within.
One day I asked myself, "Do I embrace self-acceptance?"

And then my next question was, "How do you know if you embrace self-acceptance?" I wasn't
completely sure what self-acceptance truly meant, but I knew I wanted to know how to reach it.
Since I wasn't too sure of what self-acceptance was, I started out by trying to understand what selfacceptance was NOT (I had a feeling I've acted out the "not" parts more frequently if I was honest
with myself, so I thought I'd start there.)
So I looked it up, what's the opposite of acceptance?
I found: judgement, disapproval, rejection
So I came to the conclusion that the opposite of self-acceptance would be: judging yourself;
disapproving of yourself; rejecting yourself.
I thought back to times in my life that friends or men (or even strangers) have treated me with that
judgement, disapproval and rejection and I vividly remember how badly it hurt. And then I realized
that there are times that I will treat MYSELF with that same harsh abuse. And it was then that I
started truly understanding what self-acceptance means.
It means you don't judge yourself. You acknowledge and believe that no one in this world is
perfect (and YOU are included in that "no one"), so you don't judge yourself in areas you don't feel
completely perfect in. You don't feel less-than others if you don't look or act or have exactly what
they do. You can whole-heartedly say that you try your best and you're proud of yourself for the
hard work you put in. You accept yourself for who you are.
It means you don't shame yourself with disapproving thoughts. You strive to be the best "you"
that you can be, and sometimes you'll fall short (due to life being overwhelming, or because you're
new to something and are still practicing, or you might have made an honest mistake in a tough
situation). And so during those times that you fall short, you don't shame yourself with disapproval.
You encourage yourself to keep going, see what lessons you've learned, and believe in yourself that
you CAN do it. You accept yourself for who you are.
It means you don't reject yourself or make yourself feel unworthy of love. You believe that you are
your own biggest support and you're there for yourself—you don't run away. You FEEL your feelings
and you acknowledge them. And you're willing to reach out for help when you need it because you
want what's best for yourself. You accept yourself for who you are.
Self-acceptance is an ongoing practice that we need to choose to embrace each and every day. It's
not that you accept yourself once and then you're forever "accepted". It's that each day you actively
choose to accept yourself through every moment/day/season of your life.
Self-acceptance. A strong, beautiful truth. The product of pure self-love. The creator of peace
within.

LAURA GENOVESE
CREATOR | FULLNESS & GRACE
@FULLNESSANDGRACE
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IN YOUR JOURNAL, WALK
THROUGH THESE
QUESTIONS TO EXPLORE
YOUR INNER SELF.

A Guided Self-Reflection Project
DEFINE WHO YOU ARE
Ask yourself, "Who am I?" (it's not everyday that we actually sit and explore that question, right?)
Describe yourself, every little piece of you. Your loves/fears/desires/peeves/goals/role models/challenges
If you had to describe yourself to someone who doesn't know you--what would you say?

EXPLORE YOUR CHALLENGES
What pieces of yourself do you find yourself judging/disapproving of/rejecting? List them out individually.
Explore WHY you are feeling these negative feelings toward yourself (Societal expectations? External
influences? Past trauma?) Explore each one individually.

Pieces of myself I
judge/reject/disapprove of

What are the thoughts/feelings
I'm having that are causing me
to have this negative belief?

CHOOSE NEW EMPOWERING THOUGHTS
Now that you've explored your feelings and have a better understanding of yourself, choose to embrace
empowering thoughts that encourage acceptance within.
What positive affirmations can you turn to instead of your original negative thoughts?

Pieces of myself I
judge/reject/disapprove of
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A new thought/affirmation around this
negative belief that empowers me &
embraces self-acceptance

SHE
IS

YOU
BY CORINNE MICKLER-KAYE
There is a VIVACIOUS woman living inside of
you, just waiting to be set free!
Your vivacious self wants it ALL, her way - the
love, the vitality, the money and the impact and she knows she is in this beautiful human
form for a purpose.
She is a part of a greater oneness of women
leading the shift in consciousness, welcoming a
new era and new collective values. Inclusiveness
instead of greed, regeneration instead of
degradation, and love instead of fear.

"She is YOU, just waiting
to be set free."

This woman is full of life. She FEELS everything and she does not run from her emotions. She celebrates the
joy and wins fully - and simultaneously can handle the disappointment and pain. She embraces the journey
while holding the vision for the destination.
She knows her power and the wisdom her body holds. She trusts her intuition and makes her choices out of
dreams and she is bold enough to choose her authenticity even when it’s inconvenient.
She is YOU, just waiting to be set free.

CORINNE MICKLER-KAYE
Corinne is a coach, teacher, creative entrepreneur and mama. Her work is
rooted in radical self love, authenticity and personal power through Human
Design, Beliefetics, and feminine energetics. She believes the future depends
on the female collective healing, rising and owning our feminine magic together.

@CORINNEMICK
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@CORINNEMICKLERKAYE

LAURA'S

CHECK OUT WHAT
INSPIRING BOOKS +
RESOURCES LAURA
RECOMMENDS THIS MONTH

BOOKSHELF
UNTAMED
One of my favorite forms of self-care is reading. I relish in reading stories
told by empowering women who have LIVED and LEARNED and are
passing their experiences on to help their fellow women friends. I read
this book TWICE last month! The words and phrases would continuously
hit me like "BOOM", with such strength and power and realization.
Glennon shares her life story through short essays. She celebrates her wins
with us and admits all her challenges (along with the beautiful lessons
she learned from each).
She explains self-empowerment in so many different forms and fashions,
which was so helpful. By seeing it played out in many different relatable
ways, I kept thinking to myself, "ah, I see now!"
Some of the greatest moments in this book that I'm keeping with me:
“If you keep living with confidence, the rest of your life will unfold exactly
as it is meant to. It won’t always be comfortable. Some will recognize your
brave; others won’t. Some will understand and like you; others won’t. But
the way others respond to your confidence is not your business. Your
business is to stay loyal to you.”
“I was wild until I was tamed by shame. Until I started hiding and
numbing my feelings for fear of being too much. Until I started deferring
to others’ advice instead of trusting my own intuition."
“There is a life meant for you that is truer than the one you’re living. But in
order to have it, you will have to forge it yourself. You will have to create
on the outside what you are imagining on the inside."
"When a woman finally learns that pleasing the world is impossible, she
becomes free to learn how to please herself.”
@glennondoyle

EMPOWERING
READS
WOLFPACK
By Abby
Wambach
Abby Wambach
delivers her
empowering rally
cry for women to
unleash their
individual power,
unite with their
pack, and emerge
victorious together.
@abbywambach
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Buy Yourself
the F*cking
Lilies By Tara
Schuster
The book Tara wished
someone had given her
and it is the book
many of us desperately
need: a candid,
hysterical, addictively
readable, practical
guide to growing up
(no matter where you
are in life) and learning
to love yourself.
@taraschuster

SELF-CARE

TREAT YOURSELF TO SOME
EMPOWERING GIFTS TO
INSPIRE YOUR EVERY DAY

GIFT IDEAS
PASSION PLANNER
Building a world where everyone has access to the tools and
community they need to live an authentic and fulfilling life.
passionplanner.com
@passionplanner

THE GIVING KEYS
A pay it forward company that hand-stamps products with
inspirational words. You're encouraged to embrace your word,
then pass it on, "paying it forward" to someone you feel needs
the message more than you.
thegivingkeys.com
@thegivingkeys

YOUNG LIVING
ESSENTIAL OILS
Essential oils are aromatic, concentrated plant extracts that
can be diffused to bring the pure essence of health-promoting
botanicals to your home and life.
youngliving.com
@youngliving
Order through Laura using ID 27091929
Photo by: @seekandflourish - check her out for oily inspo!
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WHATS THE

SEE WHAT'S HAPPENING
THIS MONTH WITH
FULLNESS & GRACE

LATEST
ITUNES OFFICIAL
The Fullness & Grace Podcast is now live on iTunes! This podcast was
created to walk you through the foundations of self-empowerment so
that you can learn how to live a vibrant, full, empowered life!
The FULL Foundations of Self-Empowerment audio course will be
posted on the podcast over the next few weeks, and then Laura will
share weekly "Food for Thought" type episodes to explore how we can
embrace self-empowerment in our day-to-day life.
Subscribe on iTunes today!

TRUE YOU
COACHING PROGRAM
A 12-week one-on-one program with
Laura to kickstart your soul & start
embracing the life you want to live!
You'll learn the foundations of selfempowerment, as well as receive
personalized support to create a selfdevelopment plan that includes:
exploration of your current
goals/challenges, creation of a plan of
action to achieve those goals and
receive guidance from Laura on how to
sustain these new changes in your life.
Learn more at:
fullnessandgrace.com/trueyou

FOUNDATIONS OF
SELF-EMPOWERMENT
AUDIO COURSE
A FREE audio course that walks you through the foundations of
self-empowerment so that you can learn how to live a vibrant,
full, empowered life!
Sign-up on the Fullness & Grace website and get access to the
full audio course including the course E-book, as well as other
self-reflection tools that go along with each episode.
Learn more at: fullnessandgrace.com
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MY
VOICE IS
CALLING
AND I'M
READY
TO LISTEN
WRITTEN + DESIGNED BY:
LAURA GENOVESE

@FULLNESSANDGRACE
FULLNESSANDGRACE.COM

